Evaluation on Capacity Enhancement Grant
2019 – 2020

Task Area

Academic
(Mathematics
Competition
Basic Course)

Academic
(Mathematics
Competition
Intermediate
Course)

Major Areas of
Concern

No. of
Students
Benefitted /
Target Group

Performance
Indicators

Assessment
Mechanism

To train students to
participate in
recognized
mathematics contests
To reduce
mathematics
colleagues’ workload
so that they can
concentrate in
teaching and learning
of the mathematics
curriculum

F1 students
who are highly
capable or have
high potential
and interested
in mathematics
competitions;
target group 10
– 20 students

1. Interest in
mathematics
competition is
maintained
2. Prizes won in
mathematics
competitions

1. Course evaluation
2. Course attendance
3. External award list

To train students to
participate in
recognized
mathematics contests
To reduce
mathematics
colleagues’ workload
so that they can
concentrate in
teaching and learning
of the mathematics
curriculum

F2 and F3
students who
are highly
capable or have
high potential
and interested
in mathematics
competitions;
target group 10
– 20 students

1. Interest in
mathematics
competition is
maintained
2. Prizes won in
mathematics
competitions

1. Course evaluation
2. Course attendance
3. External award list

Person IC

Evaluation

CDTW, LHL
Evaluation of the course was
positive, with average 3.8 out of 4.0
Attendance averaged 95%.
A total of 19 prizes was netted in
external mathematics contests.

CDTW, LHL
Evaluation of the course was
positive, with average 3.7 out of 4.0
Attendance averaged 90%.
A total of 13 prizes was netted in
external mathematics contests.
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ECA
(Folk Dance)

To hire dance
instructors to coach
students to perform
different Chinese
Dances

Around 25
students
participating in
the Dance
Team

1. Good performance
in competitions
2. Members become
more confident in
performances

1. Performance of
competitions
2. Dance Team’s
Performances

CLS2

Our school hired an experienced
Dance instructor last school year to
provide regular training for our
Dance team members. Although all
the inter-school competitions were
cancelled due to Covid-19, feedback
from students was positive. Also,
students’ knowledge and experience
in dancing were enhanced as a result
of the training provided. Members
become more confident in
performances too.

Academic
(Chemistry)

To hire an experienced
chemistry tutor to
raise the mediocre
students for better
academic results
To have staff
development on
sharing the teaching
strategies on different
topics.

15-25
chemistry
(mediocre)
students from
each of the F4,
F5 and F6

1. Better performance
in exam.

1. Exam result.
2. Students’ evaluation
3. Teachers’
perception

HYW

An experienced Chemistry teacher
who is also an alumnus of BHJS is
appointed to teach the enhancement
classes. Classes were arranged for
Form 5 and 6 students for enhancing
their exam skills. Feedback from
most of the students (around 70%)
was positive. The mediocre students
who participated in the enhancement
class showed better performance in
2020 DSE Chemistry exam. For the
staff development, our teachers
found the professional advice and
individual feedback can help refresh
their teaching strategies in many
different aspects like lesson design,
setting assessment papers and
marking assignments.

ECA
(Basketball
Team)

To hire basketball
coaches to train the
members’ basketball
playing skills

50 students
participating in
the basketball
team and the

1. Members show
their sportsmanship
and team spirits in
training and

1. Performance of
competitions
2. Teachers’ and
students’ perception

LSC

Our school hired an experienced
basketball coach last school year to
provide regular training for our
basketball team members. Although
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inter-school
competitions

competitions.
2. Good performance
in competitions

most of the inter-school school
competitions were cancelled due to
Covid-19, feedback from students
was positive. All of the students
found the training useful and
practical. Their knowledge and
experience in basketball playing were
enhanced as a result of the training
provided.

ECA
(Badminton
Team)

To hire badminton
coaches to train the
members’ badminton
playing skills

16 students
participating in
the badminton
team and the
inter-school
competitions

1. Members show
their sportsmanship
and team spirits in
training and
competitions.
2. Good performance
in competitions

1. Performance of
competitions
2. Teachers’ and
students’ perception

NAM

Due to COVID 19, trainings and
competitions were both hindered.
Only several training sessions were
carried out. Competitions were
limited only to Boys and Girls
A grade. Others were all cancelled.

ECA
(Table Tennis
Team)

To hire table tennis
coaches and to train
the members’ table
tennis playing skills

16 students
participating in
the table tennis
team and the
inter-school
competitions

1. Members show
their sportsmanship
and team spirits in
training and
competitions.
2. Good performance
in competitions

1. Performance of
competitions
2. Teachers’ and
students’ perception

TWK

Our school hired a new coach to
provide regular training for our team
members. Due to school suspensions
in this academic year, only a few
lessons were conducted. Most of the
inter-school school competitions
were cancelled due to Covid-19.

160 choir
members

1. Good performance
in different
competitions and
performances
2. Enhanced students’
confidence,
motivation and
vocal techniques
and knowledge

1. Performance in
competitions and
performances

ECA
(Choir)

To hire professional
vocal coaches to
train
vocal techniques of
choir members
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NMF

The students enjoyed the vocal
coaching session by the vocal
coaches. They learnt different
vocal technique and more about
their own voices through small
group training. The choir obtained
a Bronze Award in the InterSchool Choral Festival.

ECA
(Wind Band
and
Orchestra)

ECA
(Chinese
Drama)

To hire 2
professional
conductors to
enhance students
techniques in
wind band,
orchestra as well as
various instrument
ensemble groups
To hire a professional
drama instructor to
train students for interschool competitions.

70 wind band
and orchestra
members

30 Drama Club
members who
join the
HKSDF

1. Good performance
in different
competition and
performances
2. Enhance students’
confidence,
motivation and
ensemble technique
and knowledge
1. Good performance
in Drama Festival
2. Enhanced
motivation,
creativity,
collaboration,
communication
skills and team
spirit as well
3. Be confident to
handle things on
the stage
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1. Performance in
competitions and
performances

1. Performance in
competitions;
2. Students’ perception
3. Evaluation meeting

NMF

PDSD

The two conductors led the Wind
Band and Orchestra performing in
the Hong Kong Youth Interflow
and won a Bronze Award and
Silver Award respectively.
Different knowledge and
technique were taught in rehearsals

Capacity Enhancement Grant was
used to subsidize Chinese Drama
Club fees for our students who joined
the Hong Kong School Drama
Festival 2020. 20 F1 to F5 students
took part in the HKSDF and
benefited from the grant. This grant
was used to hire a professional drama
instructor to teach and train the
students to perform in HKSDF.
Although HKSDF was cancelled due
to COVID 19, feedback from
students was very positive. The
relationship between the instructor
and students is very good. Students
learnt a lot of skills in related
professions from the instructor,
especially on writing scripts. More
workshops of team building and
drama appreciation, which help
students work more cooperatively
and know more about stage
management, will be arranged next
year.

